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Love-Europe - Helping refugees find what they need most

app for refugees

The next feature in the development of the
app is to connect refugees at a personal
level. It matches the need of the refugee
with the offered help of a volunteer.

Love Europe’s goal is to help refugees and
newcomers in Europe find what they need most,
both during their journey as well as when they

FAQ

settle. We want to connect refugees and

For which country is the app available?

newcomers with people in Europe who want to

The app is available in Germany, Switzerland,

show their love and care for refugees.

France and the Netherlands. Greece and
Sweden are preparing their app. Is your

Navigate, communicate and connect

country is next? For more info: contact

The Love Europe app provides maps with

communications@love-europe.org

important locations. Locations such as refugee
Since 2015, thousands of refugees are streaming

camps, hospitals, police stations, public

What does it cost?

into Europe every day. The refugees that come

transport, grocery stores, and free Wi-Fi

The app is (and will remain) free to download

to Europe carry with them their most precious

hotspots throughout Europe.

for all users. Local initiatives can also be added

belongings . A smartphones is one of those!

In addition, the app contains a dictionary with

for free. It is up to you to enrich the content!

Their phones are the way they keep in touch

basic terms in several languages, cultural

with family back home. Or find family and

information to help the refugees learn about

friends when they’ve become separated as

their new country.

Who are the partners?
We work together with local partners in different

Cultural information to
help the refugees learn
about their new home

they move from refugee camps to other places.

Helpful locations
allow people to see
how to get around

Interesting events
for newcomers to
help them integrate

countries. If people share our mission – to help
refugees find what they need most – they can be
a local partner. So, if you do, we look forward to

The Event-function facilitates in the challenge of

working with you to start Love Europe in your

the refugees’ integration into their host society.

city or country!

The specific connection between the refugee
and the European is powerful.

More information about Love Europe and the
app can be found on our website or contact us.

Help refugees find what they need most

www.love-europe.org

The Event-section enables you to
contribute in a simple way. Local activities
for and with refugees can be published.
The calendar informs refugees and
newcomers about all initiatives. Think of

In what way can the app enrich our local

activities such as language café, sports,

initiative?

meetings, cooking together, concerts for

With sharing your event in the app you reach a

refugees, etc.

bigger audience. The calendar (with your event

What can you offer to those who need it

added) updates refugees and newcomers in the

the most? Share your activities to invite

area. So, add your local events today!

them!

